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Mobile network is a group of mobile nodes able to combine
wireless sender and a recipient which share information with
each neighbour nodes through bidirectional wireless
connections either straight or not directly [4]. Manufacturing
inaccessible access and organize through wireless networks
are attractive efficiently accepted [5]. Best merit of minimum
wire networks is its capability to permit packet transmission
among various nodes and motionless protect its velocity.
Though, packet transmission is incomplete to the choice of
senders. It denotes mobile nodes sender and target not
perform packet transmission for out of coverage range.

Abstract
MANET packet transmission is unsecure since packets are
damaged because of poor connection between nodes available
in network environment. Link establishment is important for
data broadcasting among sender to target node. Radio range
makes the link, poor radio range cause imperfect link. Traffic
occurred for communication performed in routing path. Since
it contains lot of information about packet sharing, so total
information transmission makes a delay. Proposed steady fast
and secure routing (SFSR) obtains perfect link between
senders to target node, it provides the steady fast secure
routing. This scheme focuses the route selection have Accredit
selecting algorithm checks every node link to neighbour node
in routing path. If it credit value is high means the best link
otherwise obtains worst link among mobile nodes in routing
path. Link maintenance reduce overhead of network. It
improves connectivity ratio, and minimize network overhead
rate.

Mobile network provide solution to this issues by involving
gateway nodes to forward data packets. It is obtained by
separating mobile network into dual category of network
infrastructure, specifically, individual hop with many hop.
Individual hop networks, each node having the similar
coverage capacity straight with remaining nodes. Otherwise,
many hop environment, nodes forward on other gateway
nodes to broadcast whether the target node is excide its
coverage area. Different to the conventional wireless network,
mobile network contain a reconstructed network environment.
Mobile network contain a fixed infrastructure each nodes
move any direction frequently [6]. Mobile network is
accomplished of generating a self-processing with selfpreserve network lacking the support of a central
environment, that are often infeasible in essential work uses
such military divergence else disaster revival. Negligible
constitution and rapid arrangement construct mobile network
prepared to be worn in urgent situation when an environment
is occupied or impracticable to fit in scenario such natural or
human induce failure, military conflict, and remedial urgent
condition [7].

Keywords: Accredit selecting algorithm, Steady fast and
secure routing, Radio range, Link establishment.

INTRODUCTION
MANET-Mobile Ad hoc Networks contain very susceptible to
intrusion due to the energetic behaviour of its network
environment. In the middle of these intrusions,
communicating
intrusion
has
accepted
significant
concentration because it might source the most deplorable
harm to mobile network. Survive various intrusion reply
methods to moderate like significant intrusion, previous
clarification, characteristically endeavour to separate
misbehaving nodes depends on binary else inexperienced
fuzzy reply result [1] [2]. Though, dual reply may result in
unanticipated network separation, causes extra return to the
network environment, and naive fuzzy responses could lead to
indecisiveness in measuring communicating intrusions in
mobile network. Danger alert reply method is constructed to
methodically manage with the recognized communicating
intrusions [3].

Remaining to this inimitable behaviour, Mobile network is
attractive better generally constructed in the manufacturing
[8]. Though, allowing for the information that mobile network
is popular between critical missions a use, network protection
is of essential significance. Regrettably, the open intermediate
and remote sharing of mobile network makes it susceptible to
different kinds of intrusion. Minimum securities of nodes
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misbehaving nodes can simply arrest and cooperation nodes to
obtain intrusion. In exacting, allowing for the truth that mainly
routing techniques in mobile network believe that all node in
the network operates jointly with remaining nodes and most
probably not misbehaving [9], intruders can easily
cooperation mobile network by adding malicious or no
supportive nodes into the network. Additionally, since Mobile
network distributed construction technique, a usual central
analysing scheme is no longer possible in Mobile network.

else not. The SIEVE develop rate less codes to identify huge
amount integrity and conviction broadcast to deduce the
uniqueness of misbehaviour node. Specifically all nodes
originally design its individual bipartite node links whose
vertexes are verified and nodes, correspondingly. They are
regularly operates the belief broadcast scheme on its factor
chart to gather the chance of remaining nodes should be
failure. Experimental result of SIEVE is extremely truthful
and strong below various intrusion scenario and misleading
performance. The topological characteristics of the factor
diagram impact SIEVE process with velocity of node in the
Mobile network theatre a responsibility on the classification
correctness. Additionally, an appealing swap among coding
competence and SIEVE correctness, wholeness, furthermore
reactivity is uncovered.

Residual Section of the paper is planned as given below.
Section II shows a related works. In Part III, Processing
technique of proposed steady fast and secure routing (SFSR)
method, it provides steadiness and secure communication path
use of accredit selecting algorithm, then it choose node have
high credit value, to improve connectivity ratio, and decrease
network overhead. Part IV provides experimental result
performance report analyse the various metrics. Last Part V
concludes the paper with future work.

Surendran, S., et al., [12] presents a Quality of service forced
fault charitable ant look-ahead routing scheme that are tries to
discover suitable path and look-ahead forward groups that
might facilitate in selecting the alternating route in case of
suitable path damaged. Experimental output shows the present
method take enhanced communicating choice increased
distinguish with previous ant colony methods. MANETs
depending on ACO-Ant Colony Optimisation look-ahead
method. The approach uses transmission rate, hop count and
packet latency to estimate many displace routes among sender
to target node to convince specified quality of service
restriction. Efficient route gets strengthen by declaration of
pheromone substance on that connection. Those paths are
chosen entirely rewarding steadiness and quality of service
constraints; it completely works with Quality of service.

RELATED WORKS
Bhoi, Sourav Kumar, et al., [9] presents CSRP-Centralized
Secure Routing Protocol to improve protection levels in the
structural design to avoid the network over active and passive
intrusion. MN-Master Node is used in this method to manage
and handle the network protection with delivery rate of
packet. Initial part standard the nodes and in the next part to
well-known assembly key among the nodes for secure packet
transmission. The packet transmission is entirely encode and
decode use this technique with session key. Centralized
scheme is essentially planned for protected and secure
communication.

Djahel, Soufiene, et al., [13] present individual network
behavior, such as imperfect battery condition and velocity,
construct the avoidance scheme depends on cryptographic
primitives unsuccessful to handle with those intrusion.
Moderately, additional proactive option is necessary to
guarantee the protection of the packet broadcasting process by
blocks misbehaving nodes from being concerned in
communicating routes. Previously such system damages,
some economic-based methods can be adopted to improve the
intrusion cost by attractive the nodes collaboration.
Identification and response methods stay as the final defence
procession to recognize the malicious nodes and punish them.
Complete study examination on the state-of-the-art
countermeasures to arrangement with the packet losing
intrusion. Additionally, the difficulties that stay to be deal
with users for designing strength defence over like a
complicated intrusion.

Min, Zhao, and Zhou Jiliu, et al., [10] propose communication
protection problem of synchronized intrusion by multiple
black holes performing assembly in mobile network are
indicated in feature. Double verification techniques depends
on the hash process, the MAC-Message Authentication Code
with the PRF-Pseudo Random Function, are presented to
obtain quick packet confirmation with cluster classification,
detecting many black holes cooperate with remaining nodes
need to find the security based communication rejecting
supportive black hole intrusion. Enhance the communication
protection in ad hoc network infrastructure also reject
supportive black hole attack, to avoid the network form extra
misbehaving characteristics. Double confirmation techniques
reject the need for packets otherwise previous part of security
mechanism that is regularly not realistic in mobile network.

Xia, Hui, et al., [14] present the protection estimation scheme,
the trustworthiness of nodes can be evaluated using
investigative chain of command procedure assumption and
fuzzy sense rules forecast scheme. Depending on the fuzzy
active
programming
assumption,
protection
based
communication scheme, attendance a novel trustworthy

Gaeta, Rossano, et al., [11] proposed a fully disseminated
method to infer the individuality of misbehaving nodes.
Mobile agent generates the huge amount of data is decrypted,
to verify is a pair self-possessed of the group of remaining
nodes which gives oblique block are decrypted the huge
amount with a flag representing whether the group is infected
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routing technique that can dribble out the unreliable nodes in
instruct to attain a steadfast way delivery path. Use of the
present secured routing scheme, a novel unconsidered routing
method on the basis of the pattern energetic source routing
scheme known as FTDSR-fuzzy trusted dynamic source
routing method is present. Various experiments have been
behaviour to estimate the competence of the method in
misbehaving node detection and intrusion struggle.
Experimental output indicates that present scheme is efficient
to identify the misbehaving nodes that assurance the
transmission rate.

comparison to well-known conventional communication
methods.
Remya, S., et al., [18] present Mobile networks are
susceptible to intrusions which aim to harm monitors a packet
with overhead by broadcasting packet losing or intruding
communicating schemes. Unidentified communicating
schemes are used by mobile networks which conceal the
individuality of nodes in paths from exterior analyser. Present
SHARP-Secured Hierarchical Anonymous Routing method
depends on group based on communicating. It provides
secrecy to sender, target, with paths. It obtains efficient
secrecy protection distinguish with remaining unspecified
communicating methods.

Jegannath, M., et al., [15] presents primary difficulties in
constructing a mobile network is designing all node to
continuously protect the information wants to appropriately
route packet transfer. These networks may work by
themselves or may be connected to the more communication.
Vital role of MANET improves in recent days, the
vulnerability problems in mobile network are measured. The
main issue concerned with mobile network is partial losing,
uncertain intrusions. The construction of a new intrusion
identification scheme called as EAACK-Enhanced Adaptive
Acknowledgment particularly considered for Mobile network.

Liu, Wei, et al., [19] presents recent communicating method,
AASR-genuine anonymous protected communication, to
assure the need and protect the intrusion. Particularly, Path
request packets are secured by a sector mark, to shield the
probable present intrusion lacking presentation the node
characteristics. Encoded communication with a route
underground confirmation packet is intended to avoid relay
nodes from infer an original target node. Experimental output
established the efficiency of the present AASR scheme with
enhanced presentation distinguish with previous methods.

Deshmukh, et al., [16] present Ad hoc on demand distance
Vector based secure routing mechanism to identify and
remove the black hole intrusion that are precious paths in the
previous work of path finding. A strength worth is
emotionally involved with reply that ensure which is no
intrusion among the route. The proposed simulation result of
NS2 with performance investigation is performed. Protection
issues are called as black hole intrusion with a best result for
the similar. Proposed system should contain no important
giving out or spare recollection. In the adding of insignificant
traffic, black hole intrusion is avoided previous to real packet
broadcasting, even before the sharing of malicious node in the
network. Consequently the authority of path is established.
Present method is well-matched with other automatic routing
scheme.

Talawar, Shrikant H., et al., [20] presents SR-LKM-novel
secure routing with an integrated localized key management
method which is intended to avoid both surrounded by and
external intruders. This scheme is not dependent relative on
any communication condition. Remaining various previous,
the protocol does not experience from the key organization
protected packet sharing interdependency issue. Solution
management scheme is insubstantial as it obtains the use of
public key cryptography support of a novel neighbour based
handshaking and LCM-Least Common Multiple depending to
transmit key distribution scheme. The procedure is storage
space scalable and its effectiveness is established by the
output achieved.

Airehrour, David, et al., [17] present Grade Trust, Protection
based communicating scheme for mobile network depends on
the security ranges of network nodes. It uses confidence to
separate black hole communicating thus offering secure
routing of data traffic as well as improved packet delivery
ratio. Preliminary simulations results indicate that trust
cooperation and transmission rate is higher in rank security
distinguish with usual communicating scheme, like ad hoc on
demand distance vector routing with FSR. Rank security is a
trust-based routing scheme which gives better transmission
rate that provides protected communication of network
transfer in mobile network. It separate misbehaving nodes
from the network consider security ranges. Experimental
results in the nonattendance and attendance of intrusions,
provides a better simulation output for Rank security in

Overview of Proposed Scheme
Mobile network packet transmission is not performing steady
fast because traffic occurred in routing path makes lesser
packet latency. Proposed steady fast secure routing (SFSR)
checks every node radio range, the radio range denotes the
mobile node movement area limit; it is varied for various
mobile nodes for its location and energy level. The velocity is
not fixed as constant level they are updated in every time.
Speed of node also affects the node communication process. It
presents the steady fast secure routing to achieve perfect link
among mobile nodes.
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radio limit higher overhead made since same process is
repeated continuously. It provides steady fast secure routing
with accredit selecting to choose the nodes at higher credit
value, and finally traffic rate is reduced.

Link
establishment
among mobile
nodes

Link establishment among mobile nodes
Link depends continuous routing that are equipped with an
appeal connection process. Distinguish with the usual scheme
that contains continuous agent has an ability to categorize the
connection for earlier scheme. Continuous needs to make a
decision when process necessary to obtain concerning the
connection between source nodes to destination node.
Whether the connection is standard as neighbour node, the
design of node links are better to each remaining nodes are
traverse the along network environment, to improves the
transmission rate. Otherwise the link between nodes makes
the continuous blocking all remaining node to apply displace
communication. Bandwidth controlling scheme is launched to
construct the link connection among different nodes. 𝐿(𝑒)Is

Radio range limit

Exceed limit

Traffic occurred

Within limit

Steady fast secure
routing

link establishment from

Δ𝑦
Δ𝑥

from starting point to ending

point?
Δ𝑦

𝐿(𝑒) = 𝑎√sin(𝑏) +
Δ𝑥

Accredit selecting
algorithm

–

(1)

The subsequent condition should maintain the storage spaces
have a packet or its part and motionless has some free of
charge part. The subsequently packet from the useful part can
initiated to be stored in this buffer storage. It contains no
sufficient part in the buffer storage to accumulate the entire
packets. Simulation output is an element of this packet
information, which is maintained to the buffer storage. It is
broadcasted at improved bandwidth, when the remaining
packet is stored to the buffer storage at a minimum bandwidth
rate of the out of coverage nodes. For this instance following
packets from the maximum bandwidth connection no need to
send the packets to other external nodes. 𝑈𝑦(𝑁) is updated
node position y.

Traffic reduced

Figure 1: Block Diagram of steady fast secure routing

Figure 1 shows the Block Diagram of steady fast secure
routing. Link established among mobile nodes, source node
checks neighbour node radio range, it is in particular limit
provides communication otherwise exceed limit traffic
occurred. Present steady fast secure routing verifies the
steadiness of path. It has Accredit selecting algorithm to
crediting values only when node connectivity is better. Present
SFSR is applied to reduce traffic rate. Accredit selecting
algorithm confirm all node connections among the source to
destination routing path. Whether the credit value of particular
node is high means the efficient link established else it
provides inefficient link so that are reject. Only select high
efficient credit value nodes in routing path. it provides secure
and steady fast communication route, so traffic rate is
minimized in every transmission. Radio range verification is
important to control traffic occurrence in various mobile
nodes, also reduce transmission delay. Initially link is
established frequently to neighbour node within its coverage
area. Link get damaged when the node moves out of range,
traffic rate of each node is analysed and make better
connection for nodes within radio range limit. If exceeding

ê

Δ𝑦 ⇒ ∬ 𝑈𝑦(𝑁)

–

(2)

A fault charitable routing method containing for many parts
Are called as Path Discovery part, Path chosen and Path
Maintenance part. The operational of ACO scheme is
separated into several sections are initialization, route
identification,
Pheromone
declaration,
self-assurance
estimation, disappearance and harmful strengthening. Failure
analysing based communication using sequence data
forwarding scheme is constructed depending on different parts
is known as Path identification part, Path identification part
and Path protection part. Choosing path, whether a sender
node does not have previous paths, it initiate a path
identification by depending on the credit values of the routing
nodes. Minimum credit value implies that the route is
moreover not available or is very defective and is not
appropriate for packet forwarding. Sender node has earlier
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available paths that perform communication but failure
occurred. 𝑈𝑥(𝑁) Is updated node position x.
ê

Δ𝑥 ⇒ ∬ 𝑈𝑥(𝑁)

–

for the prospect decision-making time slots. This method not
only rewards combined nodes for their kindly characteristics,
except also punish misbehaving nodes for their malicious
performance. Also reduces the choice of communication
damage and difficulties made, mobile node need to work
together with a secured one those credit value is better than
the needed security.

(3)

The credit value statement is of dual category. The sequence
changes the credit value range of the route in the routing table
of the sender node and it also changes the entity credit value
of all nodes which it moves along network environment. All
nodes sequence transmission on success its target node again
monitors its route, and on the way it changes the credit value
of all node. Disappearances happen on each mobile node in
the route fix but nodes are not present current situation in the
route fix. It minimizes credit value of the defective routes that
newly contained.

𝑚𝑎𝑥
) += 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑁(𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

–

(4)

𝑚𝑎𝑥
)
𝑁(𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

–

(5)

𝑈𝑥(𝑁) =

(6)

This secure management method evaluates the secure decision
factors, and provides dissimilar method to estimate the
capacity of nodes. For this part section, steadiness is applied
to make a decision the capacity of nodes, and so achieve the
derivation formula for nodes past details based credit value.
There are many decision factors to measure a node’s credit
value in the previous secure methods. Two intermediate nodes
in mobile network that can work together with each other
openly, it provides a straight steady link between nodes. These
nodes can also launch connection by relay node’s suggestion
that is usually called not direct secure or reference. Moreover
the above two category, to launch an additional two result
category that are motivation process and energetic quantity
into secure method. Straight steadiness estimation conditions:
In most of the previous secure methods, straight steadiness
evaluation is depends on two intermediate node analysing.

A node has high credit level. A route that operates well has a
better quantity of credit values on it. The route becomes
failure, due to some misbehaving disrupt, the sender sequence
flow of packets get failed to put down credit value in the
route. Simulation output, various another paths are called as
derived path is selected and initiate packet broadcasting.
Disappearance minimizes the credit value of that damaged
route. Because it is maintained in the route fix,
communication among which route provides not achieve
higher efficiency and which specific route must be rejected
among unenthusiastic strengthening.
𝑚𝑎𝑥
)
𝑈𝑦(𝑁) = 𝑁(𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

–

𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡(𝑚𝑎𝑥) = lim 𝑈𝑥 * lim 𝑈𝑦 𝑥

Path packet transmission distinguishes into dual part, path
identification and packet broadcasting. A random situation,
each parts are susceptible to different injuries. Sequent obtain
inclusive protection in path identification and path chosen,
protection based messaging schemes are available. Nodes
worried in the route no need to guarantee protected
transmission rate. The point to end encoded methods to
individually encoded the data packets lacking using
cryptographic rules. The packet is separate into many sections
that are individually encoded and broadcasted among many
efficient paths among sender node and target node. Whether
an intruder succeeds in capturing more packets are
transmitted, the priority of the unique message attainment
reconstruct is less.

𝑦

(7)

Nodes past packet sharing details are also a situation. Though,
they are either believe only the packet send in the previous
time gap or pass over that dissimilar sharing time gap should
be output in various impact on the straight secure estimation
packet drop rate in the past time gap must have higher crash
on the credit value, which in past time gap. To believe the
communication that obtains among a node and its objective
intermediate node as a straight packet sharing, for which the
evaluation is defined as straight secure estimation. When the
interaction among many hop communication is distinct for
oblique packet sharing, of which the evaluation is defined as
not straight secure estimation concerned in the subsequent
process.
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡(𝑚𝑖𝑛) = lim 𝑈𝑥 / lim 𝑈𝑦𝑥

Steady fast secure routing

𝑦

(8)

According to the two particular packet sharing between sender
and destination node, which construct an agreement
estimation of all straight packet sharing to intermediate nodes
which is indicated. Subsequent to estimate action, Simulation
output is obtains in estimating node’s buffer storage capacity.
Subsequent to achieve a perfect node’s credit value, this
scheme compares the various authority of all data packet
sharing time gap using the time stamp mechanism to monitor
all communication time gap, until the present communication
period in network environment.

Steadiness estimation is the centre of security management
method, contains the secure description, steadiness fusion and
secure modernize. The steadiness fusion analyses credit
values depends on the distinct secured choice factor. For this
part, initially an estimates node capacity with past credit
values with many result factor depends on the nodes energy
level at the ending of all time slot. Accept the unclear logic
condition forecast scheme that takes the past credit value are
passed, and estimates the analysed node’s present credit value
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Perfect factor is used to extent the shock of amount of
interactions on the straight secure calculation; with the
communication issue is indicated. The credit value of sender
need to be accustomed depends on the environment and
characteristics of the uses. Communication rate has an
unconstructive exponential development to the amount of
packet broadcasted with allocated time gap. It is used to
accentuate the vital role of the packet transmission count.
Suggestion steady fast estimation condition in the most secure
management methods there are dual kinds of secure
connection between mobile nodes in network. First is the
straight secure connection and the second is the suggestion
secure connection.
𝑁(𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

𝐿(𝑒) = 𝑎√sin(𝑏) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑁(𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝑚𝑖𝑛

data packets at higher range, otherwise credit value is
minimized when node get failure in data packet transmit and
receive process. So credit value of node is lesser, it increase
transmission speed for every packet sharing between sender
node to target node.
lim 𝑈𝑥 ∗ lim 𝑈𝑦

𝑦
𝐿(𝑒) = 𝑎√sin(𝑏) + 𝑥
lim 𝑈𝑥 / lim 𝑈𝑦
𝑥

(10)

𝑦

First analyse capacity of the node, after credit value is entirely
monitored and the updated information is given to sender
node. It basically better connection between nodes provides
better communication rate. High credit value nodes obtain the
better connectivity among sender to target nodes. The location
of each mobile node have changed every time, so credit value
also updated based on nodes location in network environment.

(9)

Sequence to improves the rule from evaluate node’s biased
manners and achieve a correct credit value, method wants to
estimate node’s particular intermediate nodes to provide
suggestion knowledge. This scheme, the reference knowledge
is unconnected into straight offer familiarity with not straight
submission. Protection enhancement rule is a reasonable
value, because the present nodes in the path are not wholly
trustworthy from initial node to ending node. Straight advice
knowledge estimation conditions, neighbour node suggest
reliability in this suggest path on the network.

Algorithm for Accredit selecting
Step 1: Routing path is established frequently.
Step 2: If {node credit value ==high}
Step 3: Broadcast data packet to specified node
Step 4: then check next neighbour node present in routing
path
Step 5: else
Step 6: If {node credit value ==low}

Steady fast secure routing algorithm
Step 7: Source node does not broadcast data packets

Step 1: source establish link among sender to target node.

Step 8: select another routing path.

Step 2: for each provide continuous neighbour node.

Step 9: Improve connectivity ratio

Step 3: if {Source==communication}

Step 10: end if.

Step 4: Source node follow link establish packet transmission.
Step 5: end if

Accredit value focuses node capacity and behaviour in each
and every updating made in network infrastructure. When
select only high credit value nodes as routing node in path
from sender to target node. It increases node connectivity
ratio, packet delivery rate, and decrease network overhead
rate, time delay.

Step 6: if {Data==blocked}
Step 7: selected node is minimum credit value
Step 8: select various possible nodes
Step 9: else
Step 10: selected node have higher credit value in routing path

Packet Format: Packet Format contains each mobile node
important details. Furthermore node’s position information
with node characteristics is monitored.

Step 11: End if.
Step 12: end for.

Accredit selecting routing path

Source Destination
ID
ID

Every routing path has node with different characteristics, its
behaviour focused on node capacity or battery level. It selects
the path only allow higher efficient node, which are maintain
constant energy range. To verify the nodes use accredit
selecting algorithm, it selects the nodes in path. If credit value
is increased when node get successfully transmit or receive

3

3

Link
establishment
among mobile
nodes

Steady
fast
secure
routing

Accredit
selecting
routing

4

6

4

Figure 2: SFSR Packet format
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In figure 2: the SFSR packet format is shown. Here the source
and destination node ID field consumes 3 bytes. Third one is
Link establishment among mobile nodes occupies 4 bytes. It
establishes the link connection between mobile nodes sender
to destination point with better throughput rate. In fourth field
takes 6 bytes. Steady fast secure routing scheme achieve
steady fast communication choosing high capacity stable
nodes in routing path. In fifth carries 4 bytes, Accredit
selecting routing, nodes credit value gets increased when node
performance is best else credit value is decreased. Final filed
is Improve connectivity ratio occupies 5 bytes, based on credit
value of node is selected in routing path to obtain stable and
better connection among source and destination node.

Simulation Output:

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Simulation Model and Parameters
Figure 3: Proposed SFSR Result

The proposed SFSR is simulated with Network Simulator tool
(NS 2.34). In our simulation, 100 mobile nodes deployed in
1100 meters x 950 meters square region for 17 milliseconds
simulation time. All mobile nodes deployed in random
manner among the network. All nodes have the same
transmission range of 250 meters. CBR Constant Bit Rate
provides a constant speed of packet transmission in network to
limit packet traffic rate. AODV Ad hoc on demand distance
vector routing is used to analyse secure communication, based
on node capacity, it is measured in credit value for each node
that is high to obtain improved connectivity ratio. Table 1
shows Simulation setup is Estimation.

Simulation Result: Figure 3 shows that the proposed SFSR
method establishes steady fast and better connection among
sender to destination node compared with existing STBR [17]
and SHARP [18]. SFSR gives secure communication, because
it use accredit selection algorithm applied to nodes available
in routing path. It verifies the node capacity such credit value
is high, those nodes are selected to perform packet
transmission. It increase connectivity ratio and reduce
overhead of network.
Performance Analysis
In simulation to analyzing the following performance
parameters are using X graph in ns2.34.

Table 1: Simulation Setup
No. of Nodes

100

Area Size

1100 X 950

Mac

802.11

Radio Range

250m

Simulation Time

17ms

Traffic Source

CBR

Packet Size

150 bytes

Mobility Model

Random Way Point

Protocol

AODV

𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝑫𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒚 = 𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 – 𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒕 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆

Figure 4: Graph for Mobility vs. Average Delay

Network overhead: Figure 5 shows Network overhead is
calculated based on quantity of packet losses and quantity of
packet get received successfully, while low credit value nodes
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are not selected to perform packet transmission. In proposed
SFSR method network overhead is minimized distinguish
with Existing methods STBR, SHARP, SBDD, and DDFB.

improved distinguish with Existing methods STBR, SHARP,
SBDD, and DDFB.
𝑪𝒐𝒐𝒏𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 = 𝒘𝒆𝒂𝒌 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏/𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

𝑵𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌 𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒅 = (𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒔/𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅) ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎

Figure 7: Graph for No. of Nodes vs. Connectivity ratio
Figure 5: Graph for Mobility vs. Network overhead
Energy Consumption: Figure 8 shows energy consumption
is calculated by amount of energy utilized to perform packet
transmission from starting point to ending point. In proposed
SFSR method accredit algorithm to obtain an betterare used
for packet transmission so energy consumption is minimized
distinguish with Existing methods STBR, SHARP, SBDD,
and DDFB.

Packet Delivery Ratio: Figure 6 shows Packet delivery ratio
is estimated by amount of packet received from amount of
packet sent in particular rate. Speed of node is constant in
sensor network; simulation rate is fixed at 100. In proposed
SFSR method Packet delivery ratio is enhanced distinguish
with Existing methods STBR, SHARP, SBDD, and DDFB.

𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒑𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 − 𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚

𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝑫𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒚 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 = (𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅/𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒕) ∗ 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅

Figure 8: Graph for Nodes vs. Energy Consumption

Figure 6: Graph for Nodes vs. Packet Delivery ratio

Packet Loss rate: Figure 9 show that Packet loss of all
transmission in network is calculated by nodes loss the packet
since data packet is in traffic apply accredit selecting
algorithm to obtain credit value, it gives efficient

Connectivity ratio: Figure 7 shows that Connectivity ratio is
calculated by entire connection of nods, with weak connection
of nodes, used to obtain secure communication between
mobile nodes. In proposed SFSR method Connectivity ratio is
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communication. In proposed SFSR method Packet loss rate is
minimized distinguish with Existing methods STBR, SHARP,
SBDD, and DDFB.
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Figure 9: Graph for Pause Nodes vs. Packet loss rate

CONCLUSION
Mobile network nowadays node capacity is changed every
time based on node movement along the network
environment. Source node need to forward data packet with
unsteady and unsecure to end node, since connection between
neighbor nodes is weak, and higher network overhead
occurred for each packet transmission. Proposed SFSR
method obtains steady fast and secure communication among
mobile nodes with support of link establishment. It contains
accredit algorithm to check every node present path, while
node has high credit value it is selected to perform
communication otherwise node has low credit value, it is not
selected to perform communication, it increase packet
delivery ratio and connectivity ratio than it minimize end to
end delay and network overhead. In future work double
stream communication to measure various parameters in
network environment.
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